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The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this station for the quarter specified.  This listing is by no

means complete nor is the order in which these appear, intended to imply any degree of priority or significance of the issues.

QUARTERLY ISSUES /PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATION: KVMV – McAllen, Tx         (1ST) 2ND 3RD 4TH Quarter of year:

Issue Description Program
Segment

Date & Times Duration Description of Segment

1 Current local and
national news

 96.9 KVMV
News

01-04-21
6:40AM, 7:40AM
& 5:50PM

 Varies Edcouch-Elsa ISD plans to test all campus and district staff
today as a preventative measure to slow the spread of the
coronavirus. The test results will help determine if an
adjustment is needed to resume remote instruction. As of
right now, classes are set to begin on Tuesday, January 5 both
in-person and remotely.

U.S. air travel hit its highest level on Saturday since
mid-March, raising fears that the spike in holiday travel will
result in another surge in Covid-19 cases and deaths in
upcoming weeks. Air travel is still down significantly compared
to previous years, but surged during the holidays despite
warnings from health experts and elected officials to limit
travel and family gatherings.

After more than 20 years with the city, Roma City Manager
Crisanto Salinas is set to retire when his contract expires in
June. 62-year old Salinas confirmed his retirement last week,
citing health problems. Please keep his health in your prayers.

Big Sky Estate Investments LLC of Laredo is the new owner of
the Main Place Shopping Center in McAllen. The Main Place
Shopping Center is situated on approximately 20 acres, with
its largest tenants being the University of Texas Rio Grande
Valley and the Main Place Indoor Market.

Your prayers are needed today for the Starrville Methodist
Church on FM 16 in Winona in East Texas. A gunman was
hiding from law enforcement inside the church after being
chased on Saturday night. When the pastor arrived Sunday
morning he was shot and killed by the 21-year old gunman.
Two other people were injured. The gunman has been
arrested.

Edcouch-Elsa ISD plans to test all campus and district staff
today as a preventative measure to slow the spread of the
coronavirus. The test results will help determine if an
adjustment is needed to resume remote instruction. As of
right now, classes are set to begin on Tuesday, January 5 both
in-person and remotely.

Many people in the Rio Grande Valley are wondering when
they will start receiving the latest stimulus check. The U.S.
Department of the Treasury stated that initial direct deposit
payments began hitting bank accounts as early as last week.
Paper checks began being mailed out on Wednesday,
December 30th and should arrive in your mail this week.

With another round of COVID-19 stimulus checks on the way
— we are also seeing another round of scams. The Better
Business Bureau reports that scammers are contacting
unsuspecting consumers, asking for personal information to
process stimulus payments.  Scammers frequently attempt to
contact people using email, text messages and robocalls. It
doesn’t work that way and don’t fall for the scam.



2 News:  financial,
consumer affairs  &
various

 96.9 KVMV
Consumer
News

01-04-21
1:40PM

 60
Seconds

The Food and Drug Administration reports several pet food
products have been recalled after 28 dogs died after eating
them. The FDA warns that three brands of Sportmix products
for dogs and cats made by Midwestern Pet Foods may contain
potentially fatal levels of the toxin afla-toxin.

The rollout of the coronavirus vaccines hasnt gone as
smoothly as planned. The Trump administration says a variety
of factors have slowed distribution. Officials cite snowstorms,
the holidays, storage challenges and general inexperience for
the slower-than-expected rollout in December.

Alaska Airlines says it will no longer allow emotional support
dogs on its flights. Effective January 11, the carrier will only
transport service dogs that can perform tasks for an individual
with a disability. It follows a move by the government to
tighten rules for “support” animals on aircraft.

3 L.B. Lyon shares and
prays for various
issues

 96.9 KVMV
Prayer Points

01-04-21
6:20AM

 60
Seconds

The pastor of an East Texas church was fatally shot Sunday
morning by a man who was hiding in the church after being
chased by law enforcement. The Sheriff’s office says the
21-year-old man had been involved in a shooting in Tyler on
Saturday night and fled from law enforcement.
When the pastor, his wife and two others arrived they were
confronted by a person who was holding a red bank bag that
belonged to the church. The pastor pulled out a gun but the
man wrestled it away from him and shot the pastor. Two other
people were injured. The suspect is under arrest. Lord we pray
your comfort on the pastor’s family and healing for those who
were injured.
It could get messy in Washington the middle of this week
when Congress meets to certify the results of the Electoral
College vote. Some Republican members of the House and
Senate will object to the certification and will present their
case of election fraud. The fallout from this is unpredictable at
this time. Lord we pray for peace and for the truth on the
election to be revealed.

4 L.B. Lyon shares an
encouraging or
positive news

96.9 KVMV
An
Encouraging
Word

01-04-21
8:40AM

60
Seconds

Nora Briggs of Tucson, Arizona, says she reached out to the
Salvation Army to see how she could help a family facing
difficult times. ‘I said I want to keep a family in their house,’
Briggs said. She paid several months; rent for a
single parent with four children. She went even further and
bought Christmas presents for the family too.
“It just gave me so much joy and excitement about Christmas
since I can]t be with my family in
Virginia, she said.;It was just fantastic to have this happen.
Her neighbors, Patricia Waddell and Lynn Foshee, felt inspired
by her kindness.
When we heard Nora;s story and felt her joy really about
giving, it was very exciting to us, Waddell said.
The two women followed suit and paid the rent of another
single parent also facing eviction. The acts of kindness dont
stop there. Briggs' friend in Texas contacted her Salvation
Army and paid the rent of someone in her community.
It appears that acts of kindness create a ripple effect.



L.B. Lyon shares the
rest of the news

96.9 KVMV
The Rest of
the News

01-04-21
10:40AM

60
Seconds

The third sequel to Gods Not Dead, an apologetics film
written to show the proof of Gods existence in a cinematic
format, will begin filming in January, The Christian Post
reports. David
A.R. White, a Christian actor and the founder of PureFlix
Entertainment, a production studio and Christian streaming
service similar to Netflix, said the script is currently underway
and the filming will begin in January. In an Instagram video, he
said Gods Not Dead 4 is inspired by the 1946 Christmas classic
Its a Wonderful Life and the 1939 comedy-drama Mr. Smith
Goes to Washington. Gods Not Dead 4 will be set in Arkansas
in the early 1990s and tell the story of the most beloved
pastor in the galaxy The film was originally supposed to be
filmed in Oklahoma from February 14 to March 13, 2020,
however, due to Coronavirus restrictions, the film date was
pushed back.

Israeli archaeologists have recently uncovered a ritual bath
believed to date back to the Second Temple period during
Jesus earthly ministry. According to CBN News, the discovery
came during the construction of a visitors; center and tunnel
linking Kidron Valley to The Church of All Nations (also called
The Basilica of the Agony) across the street, which is located
next to the Garden of Gethsemane. Reem added that the
mikveh shares a connection to the olives that grow on the
trees in Gethsemane. “According to the  Jewish law, when you
are [making] wine or olive oil you need to be purified.” “For
the first time, we have archaeological evidence that
something was here in the Second Temple period, the days of
Jesus.”

A new poll of Britains Generation Z finds older adolescents
and younger adults are more likely to believe in God than are
millennials, the demographic ahead of them. The survey,
conducted by YouGov in late November, found that 23% of
Britons aged 16 to 24 said they believe in God, with an
additional 13% saying they believe in a “higher spiritual
power.” By contrast, only 19% of those aged 25-39 said they
believe in God, with 16% saying they believe in a higher
power. Both groups fell behind the general British population,
27% of whom overall say they believe in
God.

Community event
highlight

96.9 KVMV
On The Go

01-23-21
7AM

60
Seconds

The Mcallen Farmers Market is open Sundays from 10am-1pm
at the McAllen Public Library. The Farmers Market is a Texas
Department of Agriculture Certified Farmers Market and a
member of the Go Texan program. Farmers Markets provide
access to locally grown food and strive to educate the public
on the numerous benefits of eating healthy. The address is
401 N 23rd St In Mcallen. More information is available at
mcallenfarmersmarket.com

1 Current local and
national news

 96.9 KVMV
News

02-19-21
6:40AM, 7:40AM,
5:50PM

 Varies Texas Gov. Greg Abbott said all remaining power outages in
the state are due to equipment issues and are not related to a
lack of available generation. Since Wednesday, Abbott said
power has been restored to nearly two million homes, but
325,000 people remain without power because of downed
lines or lines that need to be manually reconnected to
residences.



Out of the approximately 7,000 drinking water systems across
the state, 797 are reporting some sort of issue as a result of
lack of power, frozen or broken pipes or high demand, said
Toby Baker, the executive director of the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality. Seven hundred and twenty five are
under a boil water notice, which impacts 13 million people
across the state.

In the Valley, Edinburg has lifted the boil water advisory that
had been in effect. Boil water advisories remain in effect for
Alamo, Rio Hondo, La Feria, and Laguna Madre Water District.

Texas’ icy roads and widespread power outages have gouged a
“severe disruption” in the food supply chain, stripping grocery
store shelves that might take about two weeks to restock.
Many stores in the Rio Grande Valley have barren shelves.
Shoppers are being encouraged not to hoard shop because
this will be short term and supplies will arrive as roads
improve in the state.

As millions of customers throughout the state begin to have
power restored after days of massive blackouts, officials with
the Electric Reliability Council of Texas, or ERCOT, which
operates the power grid that covers most of the state, said
Texas was dangerously close to a worst-case scenario:
uncontrolled blackouts across the state. They said they began
the rolling blackouts to prevent the entire state from losing
electric.

The winter weather in Texas left many here without power,
but also extended to northern Mexico where nearly 5 million
were left in the dark earlier this week. Mexico’s President
urged Mexicans to conserve electricity as rolling blackouts in
the north and central parts of the country continued following
problems caused by bitterly cold weather in the United States.
The cold snap had interrupted the flow of natural gas from
Texas to power plants in northern Mexico.

The Texas Food and Fuel Association is urging customers to
not panic buy. Many Valley gas stations were packed as drivers
rushed to fill up their cars. However, Paul Hardin – president
and CEO of the Texas Food and Fuel Association – said there is
no shortage of fuel. Hardin said there has been an
interruption in delivery due to weather, but the weather has
improved enough that delivery has now resumed.

NASA scientists celebrated the successful landing of the
‘Perseverance’ rover on Mars following a seven month
mission. On Thursday, the first images of the red planet were
beamed down to Earth into mission control at a lab in
Pasadena, California. The rover carried a number of tools
including a helicopter drone, which will take photos, record
audio clips and collect samples from Mars to bring back to
Earth.

Many areas of the Valley issued boil water notices to their
customers after experiencing water line breaks, decreases in
pressure or power outages. The latest list of boil water notices
includes customers of La Feria, Laguna Madre Water District,
Rio Hondo, Agua SUD, Edinburg, Alamo and Rio Hondo.



The United States Postal Service temporarily suspended some
retail and delivery operations in the Rio Grande Valley
Wednesday night. The disruptions in certain zip codes was
because of weather conditions or power outages.

Hundreds of migrants in Matamoros waiting to be processed
into the U.S. in a few days could join the hundreds stalled in
the Rio Grande Valley waiting for buses and planes to resume
their journeys. Most  migrant families released from federal
custody end up at the Catholic Charities Respite Center in
McAllen, which receives about 50 people a day. When the
weather grounded flights and bus trips this week, the crowds
began accumulating. There are around 400 or so migrants at
the Respite Center right now.

2 News:  financial,
consumer affairs  &
various

  96.9 KVMV
Consumer
News

02-19-21
1:40PM

 60
Seconds

The Federal Trade Commission has moved to ban the
operators of a payday lender that alllegedly overcharged
consumers millions of dollars. The agency said the operators
used deceptive marketing tactics to make consumers think
that their loans would be repaid in a fixed number of
payments.
Retail sales shot up in January and economists say it was no
surprise. Despite weakness in the economy because of the
pandemic, they say all those stimulus checks hitting
consumers; checking accounts were quickly spent. The
government reports the result was a 5-point-3 percent surge
in retail sales.
Fewer people applied for mortgages last week as mortgage
rates edged higher from their historic lows. At the same time,
there didn’t appear to be much let-up in demand for houses.
Real estate brokerage firm Redfin reports 52 percent of its
listing last month sold within two weeks.

3  L.B. Lyon shares and
prays for various
issues

 96.9 KVMV
Prayer Points

02-19-21
6:20AM

 60
Seconds

A major winter storm is now slamming the eastern U.S. as
around half a million people in Texas are still waiting for
power to be restored following days of bitterly cold
temperatures. The extreme weather that has gripped much of
the nation this week is being blamed for at least 36
deaths. Power is in the process of being restored to more
Texans, with around 400,000 homes and businesses remaining
without electricity. But many still are without safe drinking
water after winter storms wreaked havoc on the state;s power
grid and utilities this week. Lord we pray protection for all
coping with no heat or water and the aftermath of frozen
pipes.
Federal agencies continued their investigation into nursing
home deaths in New York. Accusations of a cover-up arose in
January when the state attorney general said New York
likely undercounted COVID deaths in nursing homes by as
much as half. The Governor has put blame in several areas.
Lord we pray the truth will be revealed and those responsible
will be held accountable.

4 L.B. Lyon shares an
encouraging or
positive news

96.9 KVMV
An
Encouraging
Word

02-19-21
8:40AM

60
Seconds

A nursing home worker in Mississippi did whatever it took to
make it to her shift after a winter storm brought snow and
freezing temperatures to the region.
According to a post by Pinecrest Guest Home, DeShawonte
Cooley drove her 4-wheeler a distance of over 25 miles in the
freezing cold to make it to work.



DeShawonte Cooley came to work for her shift today. You may
think thats not a big deal. However, this tough lady rode her 4
wheeler in the freezing cold from Byram to Hazelhurst in
this icy weather,; the nursing home shared. &quot;She loves
and cares about her residents. We appreciate you,
DeShawonte!!!!
Mississippi is currently experiencing power outtages, water
lines are bursting, and police have advised the general public
not to drive unless absolutely necessary.
With this type of dedication you should go a long way young
lady. Many employers would be glad to have you on their
staff,&quot; one user commented on the post.
Cooleys mother also commented on the post, saying One
PROUD mom ����������❤ be safe
baby..... WE LOVE U DESHAWONTE.
She is a great example of putting others above self.

5 L.B. Lyon shares the
rest of the news

96.9 KVMV
The Rest of
the News

02-19-21
10:40aM

60
Seconds

Francesca Battistelli is finally home. She updated her
Instagram followers: We spent a month in Oklahoma filming a
movie that I am so excited to tell you more about very soon!
Im so passionate about the message of this film, and I am so
thankful for the opportunity. 14 hours in a car with lots of
things that didnt go as planned. And my husband! He drove so
safely and is such a blessing to all of us. Today is for cleaning,
playing in the snow, doing laundry, restocking the fridge, and
lots of hot cocoa!

Marriage advise from Sidewalk prophets frontman Dave Frey:
Nothing thrills my wife more than when I give her my
undivided attention and quality time. These things are so hard
to come by these days. But, if we make time for each other
and for things that enrich and deepen our lives, we may just
find that love is deeper than ever and adventure awaits right
outside our door.
Sometimes the greatest thing I can do is turn off my TV and
my phone and just talk to my wife over dinner and not have
any distractions whatsoever. That might seem like a small
thing, but man, it really does make a difference.

Mike Nawrocki, VeggieTales® co-creator and voice of Larry the
Cucumber, had no idea his next animated adventure would
star rodents. However, a few years; time and one amazing
idea led to the creation of Nawrockis newest animated series
THE DEAD SEA SQUIRRELS. And just like squirrels gather
resources for winter, Nawrocki and his team are gathering
resources to bring this animated series to life by launching a
Kickstarter crowdfunding campaign. Now through April 1,
Nawrocki and his team need to raise at least $1.2 million to
fund the production and animation of the first six episodes of
THE DEAD SEA SQUIRRELS, the 13-episode animated series
based on Nawrockis book series of the same name.

Community event
highlight

96.9 KVMV
On The Go

02-20-21
7AM

60
Seconds

With the winter weather that has pummeled the valley, The
City of  McAllen has issued the following tips.
Protect people, pets, pipes and plants
Check with eldrely relatives and neighbors
Keep face warm and continue to wear a facemask
Wear layers of clothes and dress your kids with layers of
clothing



Use extreme care with space heaters and keep away from
flammable objects, don't connect extension cords to
extension cords and never use generators indoors
Some useful numbers are
866-223-8508 for aep of texas
866-225-5683 for magic valley
956-681-1717 for McAllen Public Utility
Local shelters include
The Salvation Army @ 1600 N 23rd St in Mcallen
And Catholic Charities @ 111 S. 15th St in Mcallen

1 Current local and
national news

96.9 KVMV
News

03-29-21
6:40AM, 7:40AM,
5:50PM

 Varies Democratic Congressman Henry Cuellar was on the Face the
Nation, show on CBS yesterday and showed pictures of dozens
of migrant kids packed into glass-walled rooms, lying
should-to-shoulder with foil blankets at a facility in Donna.
Cuellar said many of the migrant kids have been held for
longer; than the legal 72-hour limit because of a lack of space
elsewhere to send them to. He said 65-percent of the
underage kids are unaccompanied when they cross the
border.

Everyone age 16 and older will be eligible for the COVID-19
vaccine in Texas starting today, regardless of occupation or
health status. White Republicans are refusing vaccination
more than any other demographic group, while communities
of color have shown increased confidence in receiving it.

As of March 27, 10.5 million doses of the COVID-19 vaccine
have been administered in Texas. 7 million people have
received at least one dose and 3.7 million people, or 12.7% of
Texas’ population, are fully vaccinated. The Pfizer and
Moderna vaccines require two doses, and the Johnson &
Johnson vaccine requires one dose.

The city of Pharr announced the launch of its Water Utility
Assistance Program this past week, aiming to assist residents
with their water bills. The program, which is part of the Office
of Grants Management and Community Development, will
provide up to $500 in relief for residents struggling to pay
their water bills in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic.

SpaceX CEO Elon Musk tweeted Sunday that a possible
Starship flight is possible this afternoon. Cameron County
Judge Eddie Trevino has ordered the temporary closure of
access to Boca Chica Beach, as well as State Highway 4 from,
from noon to 5 p.m. today due to anticipated test launch
activities for SpaceX.

The deadline to register to vote in the upcoming May 1
election is just around the corner. Those who wish to cast
their ballots in the local municipal and school district races
must be registered to vote by Thursday. There are six
governmental entities carrying out May elections in Hidalgo
County, including the cities of McAllen, Pharr and San Juan.

After a slower-than-usual start thanks to the coronavirus
pandemic and last month’s winter storm, lawmakers in the
Texas Capitol last week marked the passage of the halfway
point of this year’s legislative session by ramping up their
work on a host of their Republican leaders’ priorities.
Lawmakers still have a lot to do with less than 70 days left on



the clock, though leaders in both chambers say they are on
the same page with the business that remains.

Volunteers were out on South Padre Island over the weekend
cleaning up the trash left behind by Spring Break visitors.
There are trash cans up and down the beach but visitors still
leave their trash on the ground. The Volunteers say it is
important to keep the beach areas clean for other visitors.

2 News:  financial,
consumer affairs  &
various

96.9 KVMV
Consumer
News

03-29-21
1:40PM

 60
Seconds

While the COVID-19 vaccine continues to roll out, the Food
and Drug Administration has granted emergency use
authorization for the first coronavirus test that consumers can
take at home to determine if they have the virus. The agency
says the tests will soon be available in drug stores.

Honda is recalling 1.4 million late model Accords and Insights
for a variety of safety issues. The company has told
government safety regulators that its discovered a software
flaw, driveshafts that can break, and window switches that
can overheat and lead to fires.

A new report from CARFAX says odometer fraud, in which a
seller rolls back the mileage on a vehicle, is even more
common in the digital age. The company says its actually
easier to tamper with a digital odometer than the analog ones
in older cars. CARFAX says fraud is up 13 percent over last
year.

3  L.B. Lyon shares and
prays for various
issues

 96.9 KVMV
Prayer Points

03-29-21
6:20AM

 60
Seconds

The mayor of Nashville declared a state of emergency Sunday
afternoon after turbulent weather in Tennessee left extreme
flooding and four dead residents. The torrential rains across
Tennessee flooded homes and at least one church and left
roads impassable, prompting dozens of people to be rescued
in the Nashville area. Nashville received more than 7 inches of
rain, the second-highest two-day rainfall total ever recorded.
Lord we pray for protection for all in the path of these floods
and for their recovery efforts.
A man wanted on suspicion of shooting a Texas trooper
multiple times in a rural roadside ambush was been found
dead from an apparent self-inflicted gunshot wound. Texas
Highway Patrol Trooper Chad Walker was shot in the head and
abdomen. Lord we pray for Trooper Walker, his wife and four
children. Lord protect all members of law enforcement.

4 L.B. Lyon shares an
encouraging or
positive news

96.9 KVMV
An
Encouraging
Word

03-29-21
8:40AM

60
Seconds

Billy Adams found a lockdown ritual that not only benefits his
health, but the mental health and beauty surrounding others
in his beloved Washington, DC. Since last June the software
executive has been selecting a different 12-mile route every
day, picking up just about any piece of garbage on it—in rain,
snow, or sleet. He even gets an empty bag from Starbucks at
the half-way mark near Canal Road in Georgetown to continue
his clean-up, depositing full bags of litter in public trash cans.
He sets off from his Maryland home just over the D.C. line at
8:30am and uses his hands to pick up the trash for three
hours. Adams told the Washington Post that the habit has
been immensely satisfying. “When you see it beforehand,
then you walk by it after and it’s all clean, that’s a good
feeling.”
Employees at the M Street Starbucks call the 54-year-old
“garbage guy,” and they often have a bag ready for him when
he stops in to buy a coffee, always leaving a generous tip. The



Store Manager says Billy has inspired others to be more
conscious of litter. Billy’s sister Caroline Miller has gone on the
walks her husband and says it has had a “contagious impact”
on her, too. Although it is a one-man mission, Billy is thinking
about organizing a weekend clean-up for Earth Day in April, so
he can try to get others hooked on doing good—and feeling
good, at the same time. If everyone did what Billy does the
world would look a lot better.

L.B. Lyon shares the
rest of the news

96.9 KVMV
The Rest of
the News

03-29-21
10:40AM

60
Seconds

According to the latest survey by Lifeway Research, a majority
of churchgoers are praising their churches for how they
responded to the COVID-19 pandemic. The survey, which was
conducted online last month included 1,000 American
Protestant churchgoers. It found that 86 percent are pleased
with how their church handled the pandemic. Fifty-eight
percent strongly agreed that they were pleased with their
churchs handling of the pandemic while 9 percent
disagreed. Conversely, 12 percent of churchgoers said they are
ashamed of their churchs COVID-19 response with 84 percent
disagreeing, and 73 percent strongly disagreeing.
Additionally, 26 percent of young adult churchgoers (ages 18
to 29) are more likely to be ashamed of their churchs handling
of the virus.

After being married for nearly 70 years, a husband and wife
ministry team died earlier this month within minutes of each
other from COVID-19. Bill and Esther Ilnisky worked as
Christian ministers and missionaries, preaching in places such
as the Caribbean and the Middle East before settling to work
for the last 40 years in Florida, ChurchLeaders reports. Bill was
88, and Esther was 92. Their 67th wedding anniversary would
have been this past weekend. They were diagnosed with
COVID-19 in February and later placed in hospice. Esther died
at 10:15 on March 1. Bill died 15 minutes later.

Discovery+ released the new faith-based film “Resurrection”
this past weekend. The Resurrection comes from “The Bible”
producers Roma Downey and Mark Burnett, and unlike
other cinematic re-tellings of the historic moments of Christs
resurrection, they include the promised coming of the Holy
Spirit. According to the synopsis of “Resurrection,” the movie
focuses on Jesus followers who are now “hunted, leaderless
and desperately searching for understanding, but when Jesus
rises from death, they realize that hope didnt die on the cross.
It lives on in them.”

5 Community event
highlight

96.9 KVMV
On The Go

03-20-21
7AM

60
Seconds

The City of McAllen Public Works Recycling Center is
extending its hours of operation. It will now be open from
8AM to 2PM on the weekend and 8AM to 530PM on
weekdays. This is in hopes to give residents more time to
bring in debris, brush, shrubs and other left overs from the
winter storm and it will end on April 5th. The service is
available to McAllen residents only and you must bring a
utility bill and ID. For question or additional information you
can contact the McAllen Recycling center at 681-4050 or visit
them at 4101 N Bentsen Rd in Mcallen


